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NORMS OF INTEGRABLE CUSP FORMS

L. ALAYNE PARSON

(Communicated by Larry J. Goldstein)

ABSTRACT. The norms of modular cusp forms, viewed as belonging to the

Bers' spaces of integrable and bounded forms, are estimated in terms of the

Fourier coefficients of the cusp form.

In [5] R. A. Smith found upper and lower bounds for the L2-norms of Maass

wave functions which were also simultaneous eigenfunctions of the Hecke opera-

tors. His bounds depended on the size of the first Fourier coefficient c/(l) of / and

elucidated the connection between |c/(l)| and the L2-norm of / under two differ-

ent normalizations of /. Analogous results are examined here for cusp forms on

subgroups of the classical modular group which can be viewed as belonging to the

Bers' spaces Br(G), Ar(G), and A2(G). Estimates are given which have bearing on

the numerical calculation of the various norms and which emphasize the connection

between the first nonzero Fourier coefficient of the cusp form and the value of the

norm.

1. Definitions and notation. Let G denote a subgroup of finite index in the

classical modular group G(l). A function / analytic in the upper half-plane ßif is

a cusp form on G of positive weight r with multiplier system v of modulus one if

for all z e %?

(1) f(Mz) = u(M)(cz + d)rf(z)    for each M = , ) e G■Ci)
and f(z) -»Oasz approaches any cusp of G from within a fundamental region ai.

Then / has a Fourier expansion of the form

f(z) =   Y   c(n)e((n + k)z/X)    where e(z) = e2niz

n + k>0

and k is defined by
u(Sx) = e(k),        0<k<l,

with Sxz = z + X being the minimal positive translation of G.

The Bers spaces A?(G) of p-integrable and bounded forms are defined as follows.

A function / belongs to A%(G) if / is analytic in ß?', satisfies (1), and

il/ii? =lG{i):G]fj^ypr/2~2\f^Pdxdy < ».    p < °°

or

||/||oo = sup2/''/2|/W|<oo.
z€¿r
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The existence of the above norms forces the elements of A?(G) to be cusp forms.

When p = oo, Af(G) is the space of bounded forms. When p = 1, one writes

Ar(G) for Al(G).

2.   Lower bounds.  We begin by deriving lower bounds for ||/||i, II/H2, and

ll/Hoo in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the cusp form.

THEOREM l.   Let fr be a cusp form on G of weight r with Fourier coefficients

c(n).  Then

,n\ urn    -.17   mr/2   r(r/2 - 1,27r(n + fc)/A) ,      n

(3) \\M\l > Y c(a)c(*)
s+t=n

In particular, if k = 0, c(l) / 0 and G = G(l), then

r(r-l,2*(n + 2k)/X)
|G(l):G|(27r(n + 2ifc))'-1        n + K>"-

,„2r(r-l,47r)

(4tt)'-1    '
(4) \\fr\[22 > \C(1)\

Finally,

(5) ||/r||00>|c(n)|(Ar/(47r(n + fc)e))r/2        n + k>0.

Here T(a + 1, x) = fx   yae~y dy is an incomplete gamma function.

PROOF. To prove (2) we first note that

c(n)e-2n{n+k)y/x = X-1 f   fr(z)e-2m^n+k)x'x dx
Jo

from which it follows that

Ar/2|c(n)|r(r(22Mn+l5r/+2-1)/A) = A|c(n)l /" yr/2~2e-2^k^ dy

/OO     r\J    r'/2-2\fr(z)\dxdy

<\\fr\\i\G(l):G\.

A similar argument yields (3); and (5) is merely Hecke's classical coefficient esti-

mate, c(n) = 0(nr/2), with the constant made explicit.    D

REMARK.   When r = 12 and v = 1, the only cusp form for the full modular

group is the classical discriminant function A(2). In [2] it is shown that

||A|| 1 = .00070225689,        UAH«, = 2.02716776 x 10~3.

Zagier [6] calculates that

HAH?, = 1.03536205679 x 10~6.

From (2) and (5), both with n = 1, and (4) we have

||A||i > .0006101,        ||A||oo > 1.879583 x 10-3,

HAH?, > .855 x 10-6.

Hence, the estimates in Theorem 1 do yield fairly reasonable numerical results given

that the value of only the first nonzero Fourier coefficient is used.
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3. Upper bounds. In order to obtain upper bounds on the various norms of

cusp forms it is reasonable to make use of upper bounds on the Fourier coefficients.

However, most of the classical Fourier coefficient estimates are inapplicable because

of their dependence on a norm of fr. For instance, Rankin's [4, p. 129] famous

estimate c(n) — 0(nr/2-1/5), valid for any weight and multiplier system as long as

G is a congruence subgroup, depends on ||/r||2- More recently, Iwaniec [1] showed

that c(n) = 0(nr/2-2/7d(n)log2(2n)) for n square-free, weights which are half of

an odd integer, and groups G = To(N), N = 0 (mod 4). However, he assumes that

fr is normalized so that ||/r||2 = 1.

Alternatively, estimates of the form c(n) — 0(rír¡2~1tA+E) are available (see [3],

for instance) when r = k/2, k an integer, the multiplier system is of arithmetic

type, and G is a congruence subgroup. However, the implied constant does depend

on the weight r whether the estimate is obtained using Poincaré series or using the

Hardy-Littlewood circle method. In both cases, the resulting norm estimates are

not nearly as good as those in Theorems 2 and 3.

As a result, it appears best to restrict to those cusp forms on the full modular

group whose coefficients satisfy the Ramanujan-Petersson coefficient estimate as

proved by Deligne; namely,

(6) \c(n)\ < d(n)n{r-l)/2

where d(n) is the divisor function. In particular, r is an even integer, the multiplier

system is identically one, fr is an eigenform of the Hecke operators, and c(l) is

normalized so that c(l) = 1.

THEOREM 2. Let fr be a cusp form on the full modular group of even integral

weight r with multiplier system v = 1. If the Fourier coefficients of fr satisfy (6),

then

HMloo < (r/^eY/2(2r/^s/Z)l'2(\ogr + A)

where A is a constant dependent of r.

PROOF. We first note that

oo

yr/*\fr(z)\<yr/2Y\cW\e~2nny

71=1

<(r/4*ey/2     Y      i^1 + (^/2)r/2      £     \c(n)\e-^n

n<r/2irs/3 n>r/2n^/3

since g(y) — yT/2e~2™y attains its maximum at y = r/(47rn). Then, by (6),

||MU<(r/4are)'/a     £     ^ + (^/2)r/2     £     â{n)n^-^e~^n

n<r/2nV3 n>r/2ir\/3

= Si + §2-

Since J2n<x d(iï) = zlogz + O(x), by Abel summation

Si = (r/47re)r/2{2(r/27rV/3)1/2log(r/27rV3) +0(rx'2)}

= (r/47re)r/2(2r/7rV/3)1/2(logr + 0(1)).
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To estimate ¿>2, note that since d(n) = (^(n1/2),

S2 = 0((v/3/2)r/2     £     nr/2e-*^n)

n>r/2ns/Z

roo

= 0((r/^e)Tl2 + (v/3/2)r/2 / fW^' dt)
Jr/2ir\/Z

= 0((r/47re)r/2 + (r/2)\/(2ir)r'2)

= 0((r/47re)r/2r1/2).

Combining the estimates for Si and S2 gives the upper bound on ||/r||oo and also

shows that Si is the dominant term, as one would expect.    D

THEOREM 3. Suppose fr is a modular cusp form of even integral weight r with

v = 1 whose coefficients satisfy (6). For any s > 0, let Ce be the constant occurring

in the estimate d(n) < Cene. Then,

IIMIi < (G£/(27t)''/2-1)

(?) < /r((r+l)/2 + g,W3)      T((r-l)/2 + e,nV3)\

K \ (3/2 + e)(wVs)3/2+e      '       (ttv^)1/^ )

and

WfgWl < ((C£)2/(4tt)'-1)

(8) < (   T(r + 2s, 2-ry/3) T(r + 2e + 1, 2*>/3) ̂

.(27rV/3)1+2£(l + 2e) (2tt^)^

PROOF. We first note that

\\fr\\i=Jljr/2-2\m\dxdy

roo °°

</       yr/2-2£|c(n)|e-2^dy

J-/3/2v*/a n=l

00

r/2-2e-2Wn3,dj/<csYn{r~1]/2+s      yr

nTl M/2

by (6)

Then, since

= (G£/(27r)r/2-1) £ n1/2+£r(r/2 - 1, rrns/Z).

n=\

Y n1/2+£ < *3/2e7(3/2 + e) + xx/2+£,

71<X

a summation by parts shows that

Yn^2+eT(r/2-l,TrnVs)
n = \

r((r + l)/2 + £,7ry/3)      r((r-l)/2 + e,7ry/3)

'  (3/2 + £)(ttV3)3/2+£      "       (ttv/I)1/^«

(7) follows immediately; and (8) is proved similarly.    D
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4. Conclusion. By combining Theorems 1, 2, and 3, one obtains upper and

lower bounds on the various norms of cusp forms on the full modular group whose

Fourier coefficients satisfy (6). It is worth pointing out that there is room for im-

provement in these bounds. For instance, for ||/r||2 the lower bound is

r(r - l,47r)/(47r)r-1 whereas the upper bound is 0(r1+2eT(r - l,47r)/(47r)r-1).

The other natural normalization of cusp forms when viewed as integrable and

bounded forms is to require that the respective norm be one. In this case, Theo-

rems 1, 2, and 3 (where c(n)/c(l) now satisfies (6)) can be reinterpreted as giving

information on the size of |c(l)|. In particular, if ||/r||2 = 15 then

|c(l)|2<(47rr-1/r(r-l,47r)

< (47r)'-1e47(47r)'-2 = 47re-47r.

Again, the question of the exact order of growth of |c(l)| as a function of r remains

open.
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